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CONVERSATIONS WITH EIGHT ENTREPRENEURING
LEADERS WHO DEFY EASY DEFINITION
The Babson Entrepreneur Experience Lab, a partnership between Babson College and the
Business Innovation Factory, puts the voice and experience of real world entrepreneurs
at the center of an ongoing effort to research and design new ideas for educating
and supporting Entrepreneurs of All Kinds. This special issue reports on insights that
emerged from a set of conversations with of group of leaders we call the Masterclass.
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A new category is needed for a
group of entrepreneuring leaders
who, in their work, and in the
organizations they build, explore
powerful new ways to create value.
They challenge our notion of separate
worlds of profit and purpose;
contradict current conversation about
models and scale; disrupt our
ideals of a market; and bring into
question who gets to innovate.

A NEW WAY OF SEEING

By business standards, Robin Chase, founder of
Zipcar and Buzzcar, embodies the success most
entrepreneurs seek. In January 2013, in an all cash
deal, Zipcar (which has scaled to 20 metropolitan
markets in the U.S., Canada and Europe), was
acquired by Avis for $500 million dollars. An
innovative idea, a smart business model, exemplary
execution, phenomenal growth, and return on
investment. The model success story. Robin, however,
By social standards, Shainoor Khoja, Managing Director
sees it differently. She looks at Zipcar as just one
of Roshan Corporate Social Responsibility, has helped
personal change effort in a much larger challenge—to
create a new economy. In this work, she has to move to transform both a country (Afghanistan) and the daily
individuals and planets (businesses and governments) lives of its people by banking the unbanked, rebuilding
a decimated healthcare system, and creating education
to shift mindsets and behaviors towards a new
and economic opportunities for young people,
form of product development and consumption.
women and rural residents. The centerpiece of this
effort? A mobile phone and the product development
capabilities of a best in-class multinational
telecommunications company. Alleviating hardship.
Improving well-being. Investing in community.
Building human capacity and country self-sufficiency.
All while creating a highly profitable company with
approximately 6 million active subscribers, 1,200 direct
employees and more than 40,000 indirect employees.

At first glance, the entrepreneurial journeys of Robin and
Shainoor describe experiences we’ve all come to know
well, and even expect. However, each story veers from the
script in important and unanticipated ways. Value creation is
central to both, but where and how value is created works
quite differently. Growth is assumed, but how that growth is
achieved does not map to the current concepts of “model” and
“scale” so prevalent in entrepreneurial discussions. Success
is an outcome, but we don’t have language to even begin to
describe the benefits, durability and scope of that success; we
dumb it down into monetary terms or number of customers.

THE
MASTER
CLASS

Introducing the Masterclass. Clear-eyed, these leaders create a whole new way of seeing. They identify
a direction where we need to head, and move people towards this new paradigm. It’s complex,
disruptive work. It extends beyond one business model; even beyond the concept of thought leadership.
It necessitates organizing around the emergent. It requires new concepts of measurement.

Creating the New Economy
Robin Chase
Zipcar, Buzzcar

Making Lives for People through
Inclusion in the World’s Economy
Shainoor Khoja
Roshan and Aga Khan Development Network
Turning the Expert Model on Its Head
Monique Sternin
Positive Deviance Initiative

Growing Global Citizens
through Experiential Learning
Kevin Thompson
IBM

Bringing the Excluded to the
World Negotiating Table
Carne Ross
Independent Diplomat
Democratizing Web Technology
Dries Buytaert
Drupal, Acquia

Programming the Living World
Andrew Hessel
Genetic Futurist, Pink Army Cooperative

Operationalizing
Movement Building
Henry Donahue
Purpose

THE METHODOLOGIES OF THE MASTERCLASS ARE MULTIFACETED, BUT WE SEE CERTAIN
UNIVERSAL PATTERNS IN THIS GROUP THAT DEFINE THE CHALLENGES THEY FACE.

The Long View
Masterclass work takes time; up to a decade or longer for a fully realized vision is not unusual. While the
long view doesn’t preclude a sense of urgency, the Masterclass are not in a hurry to codify things too
quickly or to get stuck in a model before the ecosystem* has time to emerge. The Masterclass develop
super skills in monitoring the landscape for signs of progress. They respond to this information in iterative,
adaptive ways but never lose sight of the point in the future they are shifting people towards. Up against
today’s notions of high growth, they’re often underestimated in terms of the significance or effectiveness
of their efforts, which are seen as too slow, too complex to replicate easily, or at odds with ROI.
*

Ecosystem refers to the people, organizations and infrastructure that heighten or diminish entrepreneurial activity.

The “Highest and Best Use”
Leadership takes on a different role for the Masterclass. Like an ecologist, they demonstrate a deep
understanding of system interconnectedness and choose the place where they can be most effective.
The concept of ownership associated with being a ‘founder’ is pushed aside in favor of stepping off the
path they’ve cleared for others—those who will create the tipping point or pivotal venture.
*

A term relayed to us during our interview with Robin Chase. The concept comes from real estate and urban development where the mindset is to identify the highest and best use of any tract of land.

“Adaptive Problems”
The Masterclass is well-versed in the challenges presented by adaptive problems—those problems embedded in a
“complex social system, requiring social and behavior change and offering solutions that have unforeseeable or unintended
consequences.” These are problems that don’t respond to expert intervention, formulaic procedures, or single model
design. To deal with adaptive problems, the Masterclass must observe and guide the emergent. They must aid individual
communities with internalizing change, in order to transform not only community rules and practices, but minds as well.
*

The concept of adaptive problems as put forth by Ronald Heifetz has been core to the work of the Positive Deviance Initiative and is broadly applicable to many of the Masterclass

Participation Platforms
The Masterclass is solidly oriented around inclusion. Their approach integrates people who rarely have access to or hold
little to no power in markets and systems. They see the value in community-led product development and problemsolving. In this way, they flip long held notions of markets, cede control of expertise, and develop co-generative
relationships that become the engine for innovation. The organizations the Masterclass build adhere to participatory
principles as well, giving all stakeholders a voice and the chance to help shape the company for the benefit of all.

Human Capacity
Success metrics are important for the Masterclass, but instead of units sold or number of subscribers,
they measure the development and connection of human capacity. In the eye of a Master, people are
more than consumers, they are active partners who innovate with the resources an organization can
provide. It’s not about selling a product: it’s how to use products and technology to increase human
capabilities. Matching people with excess or excluded capacity becomes a transformative task.

The Masterclass is not bound by predominant business
model design approaches. Nor do they focus exclusively
on creating economic growth and sustainability through
the lens of a single organization. Instead, we observed the
Masterclass operating in three paradigm-shifting modes:

1. Generate a repeatable approach and adapt for local context
The Masters do not create a model for direct replication. Rather, the process, principles, and approach of their work remain
consistent as it is adapted to meet the needs of local and situational contexts. Currently, most entrepreneurs experiment and
iterate to arrive at one business model. For the Masterclass, the business model is in a constant state of emergence. This approach
does not inhibit scale and growth, but it changes the conversation around how to scale. Stepping away from a formulaic model
creates a much more inclusive approach, as they take into consideration the unique nature and subtle differences of each context
and/or social community.

SHAINOOR KHOJA
Roshan and Aga Khan
Development Network

The organizational partnership created by Roshan and AKDN allows Shainoor to develop economies. Investments in multiple
industries, such as farming, banking, hospitality, and telecommunications, creates jobs and capacity, tax revenues and
country self-sufficiency. Her approach always starts with and responds to a deep understanding of the local context.
Shainoor looks at each individual community and asks, “If we could provide a service, what could we do with it to address
the need of the people?” An inclusive ecosystem is then built around the business, one which vertically integrates the
community into their offerings. Shainoor is constantly monitoring unintended consequences and how behavior is changing.
Out of this complexity, the next layer of offerings is built, and the next. This emergent model inherently has a much
longer timeline and requires continual adaptation and responsiveness. It also looks vastly different in every country.

CARNE ROSS
Independent Diplomat

Independent Diplomat (ID), a diplomatic advisory group, identifies exclusion as a common problem for clients
and works on a repeatable approach to address it. It’s a given that each client problem is different. Even where
they appear similar, ID knows each problem will require complete flexibility in solution development.

MONIQUE STERNIN
Positive Deviance Initiative

The Positive Deviance (PD) approach has been used in more than 40 countries, working on the most intractable
global problems. For each cultural context, adaptation and localization is paramount to the success of the positive
deviance process. As “non-experts,” they teach and facilitate a community in discovering the innovation capacity
that already exists among them. This process of discovery is an integral component of behavior change.

2. Combine direct action and movement building
The Masterclass sees future trends and set their sights on where they want to go. In order to get there, they don’t simply build
one thing. They combine direct action (on their own or within an existing organization), and influence (think movements) with
deep skills in relationship building to go beyond the execution of a value proposition. They create ecosystem propositions. This
focus on the larger ecosystem requires them to create an assemblage of other people who are tackling components necessary
to shift us into a new paradigm. As leaders, they see the entire landscape and assess what’s needed to get where they are
heading. In the end (and throughout the process), it’s not just about their personal effort, but something much larger.

ROBIN CHASE
Buzzcar, Zipcar

In the face of climate change, Robin Chase is shifting the world towards a new economy: one that takes advantage
of excess capacity and changes our notion of what it means to be a consumer. As a pioneer of the shared economy,
she successfully built ZipCar, and is currently working on her next venture, BuzzCar. In her words, leading these
companies is like “exercising her own personal muscle.” But in order to reach the end goal, she is incredibly active in
thought leadership and influencing the powers that be. She classifies this part of her work as “moving planets.”

ANDREW HESSEL
Genetic Futurist, Pink Army Cooperative

Andrew Hessel lives 5 years in the future. He sees the convergence of trends moving society towards synthetic
biology—a new paradigm for genetic engineering done with digital tools and open source practices—and takes
action on several fronts to accelerate the formation of this revolutionary new technology field. Identifying a gap in
the availability of tools within this space, Andrew began working with Autodesk to develop them. He also curates
a community of people who are tackling different components of the synthetic biology ecosystem; facilitating
communication and understanding of the changes ahead and diffusing ideas throughout the community.

KEVIN THOMPSON
Corporate Service Corps, IBM

Recognizing a powerful trend towards global citizenship, Kevin Thompson and his team launched the Corporate Service
Corps (CSC)—a model that trains global IBM leaders through immersive experiences in emerging markets. Through direct
action, Kevin was able to demonstrate impact on a fast timeline by making full use of IBM’s resources. Tapping into latent
demand, this successful model is now the basis of a burgeoning movement to develop leaders through experiential learning.

3. Co-generate innovation through community involvement
The Masterclass do not operate solo. They defy a top-down approach. Rather than creating a single model and then
scaling it, they co-generate experiences. The work is developed and completed by the community. Thought leadership
takes on an ego-less form. Since success is inexorably bound to community participation, many Masterclass leaders talk
about their role as a guide: monitoring and sharing future trends that the problem-solving community can draw upon.

DRIES BUYTEART
Drupal, Acquia

Drupal is a community of collaborators, who are democratizing web technology through open source software
development. Where a proprietary software firm seeks out operational excellence in the form of maximum productivity,
Dries collaborates with 10s of 1000s of volunteers who are creating new features and supporting the Drupal ecosystem.
What seems a wasteful process results in massive innovation where only the best of a set of similar solutions survive.
Referring to themselves as “frenemies,” the community shares an interest in making Drupal successful, but compete to
“make their own deals.” Leadership involves seeing patterns and painting a picture of where the group might head.

HENRY DONAHUE
Purpose

Purpose builds 21st century movements, using the collective power of millions to enact change. They create a platform
for participation through online campaigns and movement building. Purpose is also a certified b corp. To receive and
maintain certification, Purpose must regularly assess and measure their impact on communities, employees and place.
Purpose adheres to the values of transparency and co-participation: all employees have a voice in strategic decisions.
Rather than operating with a “benevolent dictator,” who makes unilateral decisions in the best interest of the company,
they regularly hold town hall meetings where employees are actively engaged in shaping the organization’s direction.

MONIQUE STERNIN
Positive Deviance Initiative

The Positive Deviance (PD) problem-solving approach builds on uncommon but successful behaviors and strategies that are
identified from within the community by the very people whose behavior needs to change. The community owns the process.
Discovered innovation is amplified by sharing results within the wider community and guiding the adoption of new behaviors.

Expanding the Class
The work of the Masterclass calls for a redefinition of the challenges facing entrepreneurs
as well as the metrics used to capture and determine value. The Masterclass harness the
considerable talent and resources of themselves and others to solve intractable, consequential
problems in the world. In the process, this group achieves significant and abiding outcomes
that build socioeconomic value for the communities, markets, and organizations they serve.
The Masterclass live and learn inside adaptive problem spaces—domains where complexity
and unintended consequences are the norm. Lessons learned are used to shape a
qualitatively different set of entrepreneuring practices: working with the long view, guiding
the emergent, creating inclusive platforms for participation, and measuring success in terms
of human capacity.
The language hardly exists to describe the practices of the Masterclass, and yet they’re
forging ahead with enormous problem-solving impact. They are bypassing the current
thinking of models and scale, while education and organizational systems have yet to catch
on. We must bring into focus, examine, and decode this work so that others can follow
where the Masterclass lead.

“[These people] can floor you
with self-evident truths so
practical, and from a point of view
so knowing, experienced and
clear-eyed that it becomes
a wholly new way of seeing.”
— Cheryl Heller, “Forget poverty. It’s just business.”

